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Out to lunch
By CINDY PHIPPS
Of the Campus Crier

And so it came to pass that three
days after finals I awoke from a
shell-shocked daze to discover
'~ three girlfriends and I were on a
plane, surrounded by the University of Missouri basketball team,
heading for Hawaii.
Of course I did not let the fact the
plane was a DC-10 hamper the
hysteria of my first plane ride. As
a matter of fact after I made by
piece with God and downed five
Mai-Tais, I was even able to let go
of my roommate's arm.
But enough of the dramatics.
That's what the guys on the team
kept saying anyway (along with
cute things like "look! The wings
are flexing! '').
Having survived the ride, I made
a mental note to kick a basketball
when I got home and settled down
to two and a half weeks of Maui
Sun. What next?
1 Naturally I'd like to say all hell
- broke loose, when in truth it was at
least a whole day before it did.
YOU see, the four Of US decided to
celebrate our arrival with an evening in our most daring outfits.

Hawaii .~ by all means
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Four out of five
BOD positions
filled: one spot
to be appointed

The ceiebration took place in the without. Like the time at the beach
Condominiums' restaurant and when I was oummeled by a wave
bar, Koa House, which was pro- and discovered the fee had been
bably the last time we ever saw the one bikini bottom. My roomie was
other two girls. They made such so thrilled at my predicament she
good vodka Collins down there we didn't notice the same wave had
just couldn't find our way out.
collected one top from her. Then of
That was also the evening we course there was the time we were
met what was to be our favorite reunited with our phantom roomTwo incumbents and two new
companions for the stay. The Chef mates at a luau and one of them
members
were elected to the
Dominique and his cousins Buddy
had the grave misfortune of eating Associated Students of Central's
and Ricky.
a fish eye the size of a cherry. I Board of Directors during ,winter
All very Italian, they took us
think it put a real cramp in her quarter registration Jan. 4 and 5.
under their wings and spared us ·evening.
The fifth position of the fivethe anguish of looking like tourists.
New Years Day caught us jump- member board, left vacant by the
But the real entertainment didn't
ing out of bed at 8: 30 a.m. with our fall quarter resignation of Teri
start until two of their female
flight home scheduled for a 9 Packebush, will be filled by apcousins, Gina and Anna, arrived.
o'clock departure (what's new?). pointment, according to ASC
Those two made Farrah Fawcett
AI:id now that we are once again Director John Drinkwater.
look like the bottom of a bird cage
Bev Sager was re-elected to Posand had a knack for drawing atten- trudging through snow and covertion to themselves, as we ing our tans with parkas (my tion No. 1 on the strength of 654
discovered somewhere in the mid- roommate still insists on stret- votes. Her opponets, Lawrence
dle of the latest Burt Reynolds ching her shirt to one side to reveal Thompson and David Faley,
flick. After their shrieks of adora- a tan line whenever Hawaii is men- gathered 223 and 349, respectively.
Also re-elected was Jay
tion it was impossible to leave the tioned) all I have to say is Dom,
...
Buddy,
Ricky,
Gina
and
Anna
Hileman,
who collected 1018 votes
theatre with any semblence of
keep our seats warm at the Koa while running unapposed for Posianononymity .Oh sure, there were a few nasty ~ouse. We'll be back.
tion No ..3.
Hawaii. By all means.
New member Jack Day captured
incidents that no tri is com lete

Position No. 4 as he downed a trio
of opponents. Day recorded 430
votes to 372 for Todd Jewell, 221 for
Roxanne Boas and 216 for Karen
Winters.
Steve Richardson outpolled
Chuck Sorweide 692-485 for Position No. 5.
Postion No. 2 appeared as if had
been won by Patrick Harney, who
outdistanced John Dedrick 722-367.
However,
according
to
Drinkwater, in order to comply
with the university's constitiion,
the vacancy left by the resignation
of Packebush must be filled by appointment.
Next Thursday, Jan. 21, is th
elast day to apply for the position,
Drinkwater said.

Chinese

Heidelberg

&

Journalist
to lecture

on tap

By KATHY BRADSHAW
Of the Campus Crier

Schlitz Bull

Gallons
&
K~gs

to go .
January 14, 15, 16
,,1

Heidelberg Kegs
Special Only $30
Bull Dozer - Poster
and free Key Chain
witli purchase of 2 gallons
or -m ore

As relations between the Soviet
Union and the United States grow
colder every month, the latter may
be looking east for its next ally.
Professor Hubert S. Liang, a
noted Chinese journalist-scholar,
will look at "The Role· of China in
Year 2000: Cooperation or Confrontation?" in. his Jan. 18 lecture at
the Grupe Conference Center. The
7 p.m. lecture, presented by Cen- ·
tral's Office of International Pro-grams, is free to the public.
Born and educated in the
People's Republic of China, Liang
studied at American universities in
the 1920s and returned to his
homeland where he began writing
for American publications. His
journalistic work led to conversations and ·friendships with Herbert
Hoover, Franklin and ~leanor
Roosevelt and Henry R. Luce of
Time magazine.
His overseas reporting stopped
when the communists took over .
China in 1949, at whlch point Liang
began a career in teaching.
He now holds positions as Pro- , · ·
fessor of English and Journalism '
at the University of Nanking and at·
Peking's Institute of International .
Relations.
'\
Professor Liang has been serv- !.
ing as a visiting professor at " " , ·
several American universities
since 1981. Mr. Liang has been call- :'
ed "an engaging and provacative"
speaker whose broad experience
during China's past fifty years of
radical change promises to provide an interesting lecture. ·
While in Ellensburg, Liang will
be staying with political science ·"
profesor Bob Yee and his wife; ..·
Yee, who has headed Central's
language program in China for the
last two years, speaks fluent Ma,idarin Chinese.
--,..- -'

Take that
By MATT McGILLEN
Editor

Once it's gone,
it's gone
DEATH; NO MATTER HOW IT IS ACCOMPLISHED, must be
tegarded a:; a sad thing. That it should happen to someone with so
many dreams still yet to be dreamt, is tragic. That it should happen
needlessly, without cause, without reason, is repulsive.
I had never met Jay Latham, but it is more than likely, in my
many travels around the campus, I would-have cast my eyes upon
him, even if unknowningly. Our paths may have crossed, perhaps
many times. It is possible we might even have spoken, however
casually. That I do not know.
I do know, that I shall not speak to him again.
In an incident that remains shrouded with sketchy details, Jay
Latham was mortally wounded by a bullet fired from a .45 caliber
handgun. It is possible that alcohol was involved. It is possible that
college horseplay was involved. But regardless of how or why or
even who pulled the trigger, there most certianly was poor judgement involved.
A decision of judgement that has horribly brought to an end the
life of Jay Latham and in all likelihood cast a black, perhaps inescapable shadow over the life of another.
Handguns, as with all guns, should not be regarded as toys. They
are weapons, designed with just one purpose: to shoot and kill other
hwnan beings.
But this is not the time for a lecture on gun control. The ears it
might have benefitted most have been deafened forever. This is
just a moment to reflect on life and the things held dear to
ourselves.
This is also a word of support for another young man who is facing in all probability - no matter what the outcome of the days and
weeks that lie ahead - the most trymg times uf his life.
The key word here, is life. Hold onto toll. Cherish it. Nurture it in
others. Because once it's gone, it's gone.
HATS OFF FOR A HARD JOB WELL DONE DEPT. After many,
many hours, days and weeks of study and research, the administration has announced their budget cuts for the rest of the bienniwn.
All things considered, those cuts made will, in the long run,
adversely affect the least nwnber of students. Order has been
restored. The masses have been calmed. The union has been saved.
Until the next time.
HATS OFF FOR ANOTHER JOB WELL DONE DEPT. Whether
your a basketball fan or not, you have to stand iri we of the tremendous accomplishment recently completed by Central's last two
basketball coaches, who just happened to be the father and son
team of Leo and Dean Nicholson.
Together the two have combined for 902 wins since 1929, the year
Leo took over the job as coach. Thirty-three years and 505 wins
later Dean took the helm and to date has-added 397 victories of his
own.
Best of luck to Dean as he presses on toward that magic No. 400.
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It will be the perfect place to put the new administrator
hired to figure out the rest of the cuts

Suffer so the state may flourish?
By JASON OTTO
Of the Campus Crier

What makes us as students think
that we should be exempt from the
budget cuts when everyone else is
taking their share of the wrath?
Should we receive any better treatment than some old lady in Walla
Walla who lost her legs to a doberman and is being budget cut clear
up to her visble tendons?
Well, of course we should. After
all we are the future backbone of
this great state.
I as a student cannot believe that
I have to pay more for tuition and
in return get less for my money.
I'm also mad as hell that my
brother rapist is losing his personal prison psychiatrist because
of the budget cuts.
How can I become an important
and productive vertabrae in the
future spinal column of
Washington if my class on
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Terry Coss
Tommy Fohsholtz
Denise Huber
Naomi Keitzke
Grant Johnson
Richard Matthews
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Cindy Phipps
Lyssa Shaw

G. Scott Spruill
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chuck Strom
Jim Washington

Linguistics of Reptile Children is
canceled? How can my brother be
given a second and third chance in
life if his shrink is canceled?
I do have my priorities however.
For example, I'm not going to
worry about my unemployed
neighbor is going to have to switch
to a cheaper cut of steak because
his welfare checks are sliced back.
I'll protest that issue when I
graduate and decide not to work.

I'm a communist, but it's for the
capitalist cause.
The point is, that the state is fur-.
ther in debt than Western Airlines '
and that the cuts being made are
very necessary. Everyone else is
taking thier share of the lumps and
there's no reason why the school
systems should be left out.

If you were on social security inste.ad of at school, you'd be
Where's my loyalty? Instead og scrt!aming mad that your monthly
always worryiing about my own checks were smaller and couldn't
security, I should keep my mind care less whether they cut, closed
focused on the good of Washington. or burned Central Washington
1
I should be concerned only with University.
But to be fair, the other side has
maintaining the existence of the
a point. Higher education is very
state.
important and vital to the future.
I should be willing to suffer so As the school government might
that the state may flourish, willing say, "just as this country's flag is
to pay more so that the state re- more important than the people
mains, willing to take a smaller who represent it, so is the school
helpipg so that mein furor, I mean more important than the state
my governor continues. All right_ which pays for it.''

I
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Kenlifi!dY awarded
$500 scholarship

t '

~

•

)

· Kathleen Kennedy, a CWU. tend graduate schoof in ·Spanish
·, senior from Port Angeles, has been Language and Literat~e at Midawarded a $500 Foreign Language dlebury College or New York
scholarship by the Department of Uf!iversity.
: Foreign Languages. Kennedy, who
previously studied at Pacific
The scholarship has been made
Lutheran University, is a Spanish available to the Department of
major and a Community Health Foreign Languages for the past
minor.
two years by Mr. James J. McGif- ·
After graduation she plans to at- fin of Ellensburg.

Snowshoeing, hor_seracing
chase off Winter doldrums
Picking up a · new skill or al.a new interest is a sure
cure for the mid-winter doldrwns.
And Central Washington University is offering for the first time, in
addition to regular winter quarter
daytime and evening classes, eight
continuing education courses in a
variety of interest areas.
Four are non-credit courses - in
microwave cooking, snowshoeing,
freshwater fishing and horseracing. Another four - on assertion
training, local history, contemporary health issues and self-help
health care - are offered for
academic credit, according to
Jean Putnam, CWU continuing
education coordinator.
Home Economics Professor Patsy Whitmer , a registered dietitian,
will teach the Wednesday evening
microwave cooking' classes, beginning Jan. 13.
Students will learn what
microwaves do to food, as well as
how to adapt conventional recipes
for use with microwave ovens and
accessories.
The class, including five twohour sessions, meets from 5: 30 to
7:30 p.m. in Michaelsen Hall 129,
and costs $20 ~or each participant:
tiv~ting

Buy Thjs T·Shjr~ .
a. Go To The Game
Free.
1-

Now here's one spectacular T-Shirt ba,rgain! When you buy either the "Beat Western" or the "Eat Eastern" T-Shirt
for the reasonable price of just $6.95, you get free admission to the game represented on the shirt. A special seating
section will be set aside just for all of you T-Shirt freaks so that you can hang out with the people who, like you,
know a great deal when they see one. And if that's not enough, $2.00 from each sale will be donated to the CWU
Athletic Fund. Come on in today and pick up your "':~Shirts and free admission to a couple of great games!

$6.95
Each

b~
.

.

It takes more than brains
to win alt Army RO IC scholarship.
·

Scholastic standing and college board test
results are important factors in deciding w~o
will be awarded an Army ROTC scholarship.
·
But it takes more than brains to win a
scholarship that pays full tuition, books and lab
fees and provides a living allowance of up to
$1,000:each y~ar the scholarship is in effe~t.
And then to be able to handle the leadership
position that's waiting for you when you get out
of college.
.
So we look for more going in. We look
primarily for leadership potential, as demonstrated by your involvement in sports or other
extracurricular activities.
So if you were a class officer, a varsity
letter winner, a club president, or a member of
the debating team, or showed your ability to
think on your fe~t in some other way-we're
interested. ·'
.
- And , to make sure a good candidate
. . . isn't
.
overlooked because his or her.parti~1pation m
school activities was limitee due to apart-time
job, we award scholarship points for hard work
done away from school, too.
T~en thlJe's our personal interview, Just

to give you the chance to let us know some things
about yourself that might be missed by a test,
an application, or a yearbook.
.· ·
In short, there's a lot that goes into
deciding who has Army ROTC scholarship
potential

.1 lf ye>u tl11~~ you ha~"What" ·
,it· ~takes stop In ~nd see:

Malor Jim ·Caesar
Rqom- 1.01 Peteuop .t-taH·
~~all (509) 96~1518

or

ARMY RO I c.

LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD._

Local farmer Gene Prater, who
literally wrote the book on
snowshoeing in the Cascade
Range, as well as being coinventor of the Sherpa snowshoo,
will lead three Saturday outings,
Feb. 6, 13 and 20.
Prater's "Snowshoeing,"
published by the Mountaineers in
Seattle, is considered a standard
text by Northwest Trekkers.
An orientation session Feb. 3
starts off the class for all ages.
Participants will find out about
esential equipment, snowshoeing
~!1d winter survival techniaues, as
well as gain a new perception of
Washington's alpine scenery. The
cl~costs $20.
Science Professor Ron Boles, a
well-known local fisherman, will
divulge his expert fishing secrets
in "Fresh Wat~~ · Angling and
Casting." Boles will have
something for everyone - novice.
to expert. In addition to learning
fishing techniques, participants
will construct their own fishing
rods and lures and tie their own
flies. The class meets eight Mondays, starting Jan. 11, from 7 to 9
p.m., in Dean Hall 106. THe cost is
$35.
For those more interested in
horseflesh than fish scales, an in. troduction to the world of
thoroughbreds, taught by Physical
Education· Professor Pat Lacey,
might be just the ticket.
"The Sport of Horseracing," will
feature six Tuesday evenidg sessions, beginning Feb. 2, for $22.50.
Ms. Lacey, a thoroughbred owner
and breeder, will help students
become more knowledgeable spectators and bettors. A class bonus
will be a fieldtrip . to Yakima
· Meadows for an inside look at the
racing business.
The four winter quarter continuing education classes for which
academic credit may be earned
are the following:
"Assertion Training," a twocredit class Tuesday evenings
taught by Dr. Kathleen Morris,
counseling psychologist;
"New Perspectives in Local
History,'' a three-credit Tuesday
evening class at the Kittitas
Historical Museum, taught by Tim
Eckert, adjunct history professor
and regional archivist;
''The Activated Patient," a howto course in self-help health care,
focusing on developing the skills to
report, treat and apraise~ne's own
health. The four-credit class meets
Tuesday and Thursday evenings
on campus, taught by Cathy
' Devney, R.N.;
"Contemporary Health Issues,"
a national Public Broadcasting
System Telecourse about
everything from diet to dying,
from drugs to parent sessions, plus
four evening seminars led by Bob
Trapp, Ellensburg physical
therapist.

·. 6 -
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What're trey
up to nOW???

THOSE RASCftlS ! ! !
HEY OUT THERE!!!
0£0<ED Tr£ JJB MAAKET LATaY??
Yoor Air Focce is looking for folks 1ro \.\Wld
like to start at around $18,cro per year;
After foor years the figure grarls to ctx:>ut
$3),(DJ,

ire Joo rie're talking about involves flYirg
as a carrnissioned officer and Navigator in a
wire variety of aircraft - fran fighters to
rrectical evacuaticn transoorts.

After rearly 2J years as a Navigator in the Air Force f1Yin~ business, aid
after rearly three years here at CentraL I'd be willing to bet trere
arrn't a dozrn POOJle htlo really kna.oJ What Navigators are into in
tcx:lay's Air Force, htlat the cwortmities are, or lttiat tre life style is
like.

Co1lt1 he

;:i

challenoe!

TI-ere are sare wrcng ideas cixl.lt Air Force
recvirffiHlts for flyers, too. sare examles:
HI 001't mve 20/20 visioo, so I cal't fly,"
HI 'm not a irath najor."
"I'm narried."
"To fly I'd have to sigi LP for a 2J year
hitch."
Tl-e t'f.u-year fiir Force ROTC progran rere a: .CaTPUS

~ight be what yoo're
looking for if yoo shaJld ccnsi!l!r an Air Force cmmissicn as an
officer CJ1d flying training as a Navigator. If you're a full-tirre
stt.reit here at 00, the basic CJJalificaticn reQ.Jirerents for entry
to our Air Force ROTC progran are:

;

J

• Pe a U.S. citizrn.
i3e of go00 rroral chara:ter.

· reet PhYsical aid rrental standards.
• Be ctJle to enter flying training by age 27''2.

I ur92 YOJ to check out the passibi 11 ties tre Air Force offers for
yourself. Talk to rre; oor phone nLITber is %3-2314. Talk to
Central sturents rro are alreacty in Air Ferce ROTC. He cm't issue
ttan ohcres, but they're the folks yoo see around ca:pus in "blue
suits" m Tuesdays. If yoo cari find Peterson HalL \-e live UPsta!rs. Q1ce yoo find oor office, I'm easy to SPOt. My nare is Gave HL'bbard and
I'm the 01ly Air Force Lleuten211t Colene! around here 1..to is or.ly 5'4.75"
. tall en a good day <unless I'm in my rregic shoes, in 1-Jiich case rrake that
5'8"); i,.niich goes to sha11 sarethirg, I suPD'Jse .

r•

.b~G. H~

DAVID B. HUBB.APD, Lt COL USAF

Professor of Aerosoace
JlfROTC D:t 895, C.·'U

StL~ies

'[?? ! ! NOJ?? ! !

1

tJ >l
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lThe reel view
By TAMI TH EDENS

1

ofthecampuscrier

The promotion of ''Stir Crazy''
saturated everybody and
everything last year. No one could
escape Richard Pryor's jiveturkey strut into prison proclaiming "Uh huh, that's :right, we bad."
Pryor and Gene Wilder, the two
original crazies, have teamed up
again and not since "Silver
Streak" have they blended their
comedic talents so well. "Stir
Crazy" has some very funny
moments.
Wilder and Pryor show us some
laughs right off the bat dressed as
large, bright-colored birds.
They're just trying to make some
money and dressing as the birds to
promote a product is an example of
how badly they're doing in the job
department.
- .1

Without giving away too much of
the story line, the two are falsly arrested as bank robbers and are
promptly_ sent to jail.
The jail bit has been so overdone.

more original piece of work.
A prison rodeo wraps up the film.
Wilder has proven to be an ace at
riding wild broncs and he tries out
his talent at the rodeo. The timid
humanitarian .he plays makes for a
hilarious contrast as he's hootin'
and hollerin' and playing cowboy.
It doesn't matter that he spends
most of his time flat on his rear in
the center of the arena; he steals
this scene of the film.
At the rodeo, the big escape plan
is carried out. If there's any question in your mind as to whether or
not our heroes escape successfully,
you haven't seen enough movies in
your day.
The film is an entertaining comical farce until the terrible ending
ruins everything. Besides making
no sense, it's a letdown from the
fast pace that leads to it.
Sitting through -one more prison
movie never hurt anyone and this
one's pretty good- but I still don't
know where they came up with the
title.

Winter quarter movies
The ASC plans to show seven
other films during winter quarter.
All are in the SUB theatre. Admission price is $2.
In addition to "Stir Crazy," films

this quarter will include:
Jan. 21- "Superman II"
Jan. 28- "History of the World,
Part I"
Feb. 11 - "Richard Pryor _

'S ALE

sla~ed

Live in Concert"
Feb. 18 - "The Elephant Man"
Feb. 25 - "Nice Dreams"
March 4- "Only When I Laugh"
March 11- "Urban Cowgirls"

Through Valentines Day

40% off Gold Wedding Bands
Large selection of iewelry to 50% off

20% off '
Jewelry boxes 20% off
l /2 price table

••uttOn Jewelers
. (:J

Brlda I Treasures

4th & Pine

Selection of
stone set rings

to 40% off

wedding gowns
tableware

to· 30% off
to 70% off

silver holloware

to 50% off
li>l~

By MELISSA YOUNG
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Turning the tables
on Gosney
GOSNEY SEEMED REMARKABLY at ease on
the other end of the interview. Him being a writer for
nearly 16 years and all, I thought he might approach
our little talk with some apprehension.
But that just isn't Jim Gosney's style. No, he's
easy to talk to, the kind of person who sort of takes
charge subtlely, without offeriding anyone.
Likeable fellow, really. Talk with him a bit, and
you get the idea he's just a small-town boy who happened to grow up with a talent for telling a story. And
writing those stories for years in a column down at
the Yakima Herald-Republic hasn't changed him a
bit.
"HE'S JUST AN ELLENSBURG WONEY,"
Gosney admitted about himself, and Ellensburg's
still somewhere to hang his hat. "It's a great place. I
love it." He lamented about one aspect of life in the
Kittitas Valley, though.
''If the wind didn't blow so much, I'd probably be
up there right now," he joked. But personalities
more than make up for the weather.
"You can't beat Ellensburg for the people, good
people . . . they're all over the place," he said.
"Oliver Johnson, Dean Nicholson, Tom Parry,
everybody, really.''
And the stories start to flow - anecdotes about
nearly every one of those good Ellensburg people.
The New Years Eve spent out at Denmark Hall, the
cynical sportswriter won over by Dean Nicholson's
charms ... they're all there.

ABOUT A YEAR AND A HALF later, another call
came, from then-sports ·editor Paul George of the
Yakima Herald-Republic.· Gosney spent six years
writing sports for the Herald. Finally, though, he
"got tired of the bouncing balls, the Little League
mothers, the parents living vicariously through their
kids."
A move to the city room followed, and Gosney
spent a year writing city news, another year on the
county beat and three years writing a column two or
three times a week and covering his regular beat.
Then, three years ago, he started writing the column five times a week. "I wanted to see if I could do
it," he said. "My only stipulation was that I didn't
always have to write about people ... I wrote an entire column about a bug once."
"I LOVE TO WRITE, but I love not to write
more," he conceded. "I almost have to be backed into it." Sometimes, he said, "You're playing in
delicate areas.
"They (the people he interviews) don't know
what's interesting about them," he said with a knowing smile. "But I do."

Radio Rap
By JIM RILEY

Brass 20 % off
Clocks 20% off

7.

STORYTELLING NATURALLY led into writing
for Jim Gosney.
Started out in the newspaper business simply
because he needed a job, he told me. "I had to get out
of the bars,'' he said, referring to the bartending jobs
he ,had at Webster's and at the American Legion
while a struggling biology student at Central.
So he wrote one football story for the Daily
Record, then another, and the next thing he knew, he
got a call asking him to work full-time.

25 % off Selection of larga- ffiampn_d rings

'B ritish sterling 30 % off
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Take five

'Stir Crazy' blends talent
As in all prison films, there has to
be a mean, tough bully standing
about 6'7", doing life for mass
murders in all 50 states, terrorizing the new inmates.
That may be an exaggeration,
but the two innocent convicts and
the perils of prison life are trite. If
you can overlook this fact, the
show has a lot of comedy packed
into the two hors.
Wilder plays a goody-two-shoes
type and Pryor a street-wise
"dude."
The contrast of the
characters' personalities and the
ability of the actors to bounce lines
off each other is very entertaining.
As mentioned before, the film
contains many stock prison movie
scenes. You'll recognize these. As
you laugh, you'll know .you've
laughed at exactly the same situation somewhere before.
That's poor writing. Sidney
Poitier directed "Stir Crazy" and
while he can't be held responsible
for the writing, he should have
caught these flubs and strived for a

Central Washington University

KCAT Station Manager

Here's the latest from the
wor-id of rock music:
Two years ago, 11 people were
trampled to death by a crowd
rushing for the best seats at a
WHO concert Cincinniati, Ohio.
1 ' ~ tragedy prompted the Ohio
General Assembly to pass a law
.. against festival-style seating at
such large events.
Now the Ohio Sixth District

1

Court of Appeals in Toledo has
ruled that the new law violates
the First and Fourteenth Amendments. The ruling came after an
appeal from the Toledo Sports
Arena, which claimed the law
prevented the booking of bigname entertainers.
It may not have any effect on
other Ohio auditoriwns because
many local communities like Cincinnati have laws governing
See 'RADIO RAP,' Page 9
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Singing a sad song

Choir director resigns,
cites 'personal reasons'
One way the department is getting along is with the help of two
retired professors. Bert Christiansen, former director of bands
and former music department
Chairman Joseph Haruda have
been hired part-time.
·

By MELISSA YOUNG
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Taking over

Citing only "personal reasons,"
Gordon Leavitt, director of choral
music at Central, has resigned his
position in the music department,
according to department Chairman Donald White.
Dean of Arts and Sciences Burton Williams said Leavitt plans to
take two quarters unpaid leave of
absence prior to June 30, the date
when his resignation will be effective. His action ha,s yet to be approved by the university's Board of
Trustees in its Jan. 22 meeting.
White told the Crier Monday that
Leavitt's decision was unexpected.
"The first I knew of it was Dec.
31," he said. "He came into my office and told me he was resigning
·
effective immediately.
"But don't worry - we're getting along," White added.

CWU Photo

Eric Roth, (inset) CWU's orchestra conductor, will now be taking over the job of choir director,
too, in light of Gordon Leavitt's surprise resignation

'Antigone' scheduled
Winter quarter at Central has
just begun, but the Drama Department won't keep you waiting for a
new stage production.
Sophocles' "Antigone," a Greek
tragedy directed by Central drama
professor Milo Smith, will be on
stage Jan. 22, 23, 28, 29 and 30 in
McConnell's Tower Theatre.
"Antigone," written around 442
B. C. as one of three Oedipus sagas,
is the story of legendary
characters caught up in their own
beliefs and conscience, at odds
with divine law.
The play opens after a battle that
pits brother against btother.
Eteocles, king of Thebes, and his
brohter Poluneices - both sons of
Oedipus - kill each other in a fight
for the throne.
Creon, the new Theban king
(played by Kenneth Kron of
Tacoma) hands down an unacceptable edict: Eteocles will be buried
as a hero, but Polyneices will not
be buried at all, a punishment the
Greeks looked upon with particular terror.
Antigone, their sister, is horrified by the idea and attempts to
steal Polyneices' body to bury it
with proper funeral rites.
But Creon finds out and

Christiansen, who taught private
flute lessons fall quarter, will have
added responsibilities this quarter,
according to White.
And Haruda was contracted
shortly after word of Leavitt's
decision reached White. He will
take over many of Leavitt's
private voice lessons.
Orchestra conductor Eric Roth
will fill out the academic year as
choir director.
Leavitt, a long-time music faculty member, took over the position
after the retirement of Wayne
Hertz in the mid-1970s. He could
not be reached for comment.

Feb. 7 - "Even Dwarfs Started
Small"
Feb. 14 - "Wise Blood"
Feb. 21 - "The Seduction of
Mimi''

Remaining Classic Films follow:

Feb. 28- "Ipheniga"
March 7 - "A Woman's Decision"
·
March 14- "We All Loved Each
Other So Much"

Jan. 17 - "State of Siege"
sentences Antigone (played by Jan. 24 - "The Blue Angel"
Barbara Grenia of Vancouver) to Jan. 31. - "Gree~"
be entombed alive. At this point,
Creon's wife and son become fatal- . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ly involved in the plot.
Both lead roles in the demanding
drama are played by veteran CWU
actors. Kron has performed in a
number of productions, including 1
"A Chrbtmas Carol," "Hamlet"
and "Peter Pan."
Grenia played the role of
Fraulein Kost in the recent production of "Cabaret.' She also appeared in "Mother Courage" and
"The Shadow Box" last year.
Leah Harris of Puyallup is the
Finest Quality Ski Work In Area
character of Ismene, Antigone's
coupon
sister; Ellensburg student Doug
coupon·----Strausbaugh plays Haimon,
Creon's son, and Karen Garrett of
1
Edmonds portrays Euridice,
o ,
I
Creon's wife.
I
I .,,
~;
Good
selection
I·
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Dolomite
g
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Rap~From~~~ges~even~~~~~~~~~~~===============~

seating which are even stronger
than the state law ...
George Thorogood and the
Destroyers have been issued a
letter of commendation by Los
Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley as
the ''Touring est Band in
America."
Here is the .band's itinerary
since January, 1981:
In January, they appeared on
the "Fridays" TV show and
began a tour of the West coast
which ended in March. April was
the beginning of a month-long
tour of Europe which included 10
countries. On July 5, they cohea<IUned with Southside Johnny
and the Asbury Dukes and the
Milwaukee Summeriest.
Aug.8 found the Destroyers at a
sellout in Boulder, Colo. From
there it was a three-week tour of
Australia and New Zealand.
Oct.23 was the beginning of what
Thorogood called their 50-50 tour,
which means 50 concerts in 50
states in 50 days.
They made it and did one extra
show in the District of Columbia
on the same day they played in
Maryland. The band is vacationing now and will appeat with the
J. Geils Band in Madison Square
Garden in late January. A new
George Thorogood album is on
the way.

seafood lovers because the
original name of the band was
Seafood Mama.
Quarterflash has my vote as
the best new group of 1981.
· KCAT has lots of fun things
planned for you this winter. We
are going to be giving away

Top Ten

records and some really sharplooking hats.

1. SPIRIT OF THE RADIO, Rush
2. FIRE AND ICE, Pot Benetar
3. DON'T STOP BELIEVIN', Journey
4. LUCKEY ONES, Loverboy
5. FLESH AND BLOOD, Shooting Star
6. WAITING FOR A GIRL LIKE YOU,

KCAT.will also be knocking on
the doors of campus residents to
show them how to hook their
radios up to the cable. Listen to
KCAT FM 91 and read Radio Rap
for further details.

foreioner

7. ON THE BEACH, Neal Schon & Jan
Hammer
·

8. FOR THOSE ABOUT TO ROCK, AC/DC
9. HOLLYWOOD PARADISE, Henry Paul
Bond
10. HARD TO SAY, Dan Fogelberg
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Central Washington University
Quarterflash, the hot new
Portland-based band is going
places fast. Their first single,
Harden My Heart, has earned the
distinction of being the first hit
single to break out of the Northwest since the Kingsmen's

10°/o Discount

(tinted, frosted, and long hair
- $5 extra)

~\e

c,O'(('
Otter good untll February 28, 1982 at McDonald'•
Ellensburg only.
®

Louie Louie.

I was lucky enough to catch the
band in their tavern days. Rindy
Ross, the lead singer, has an ir- ·
resistable vocal style and she
really jams on the saxophone.
Their album is dedicated to
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Krause What?
By ALAN ANDERSON
Sports Editor

For the last five years the biggest problem for fans following NAIA
District I basketball has been trying to figure out where their favorite
team is in the standings. Thanks to the complicated Krause Kount
standings system the district adopted in 1975, fans have been wearing
out their pocket calculators trying to figure out who's in first place.
Well no more. According to District I Basketball Committee Chairman Richard Hannan of Lewis-Clark State College in Lewiston, Idaho,
1982 will be the final year of the Krause Kount.
The brainchild of Eastern Washington coach Jerry Krause, the
system awards points on the basis of three things. Three points are
awarded for a win; one for playing a team with a winning record and
one for playing on the road.
The reason this was adopted, according to CWU Sports Information
Director Bob Guptill, was because teams in the district are not required to play one another unless they choose to do so. The league, he
said, wanted a system of standings that took into account the caliber of
the opposition and whether or not the game was at home.
Most of those familiar with the Kount claim it has been an asset to
the district in the past, but believe the time has come to require all
teams to play each other at least once during the year. With this, there
is no longer a need for a system that takes into account whether or not
a team is playing a strong team, as everyone would be playing
everyone else anyway.
So that's what has been done. Hannan announced the district will be
divided into two divisions beginning next year. In one are: Central,
Simon Fraser, Western Washington, Seattle and Trinity Western. In
the other are: Pacific Lutheran, St. Martin's, Whitman, Whitworth
and Lewis-Clark State.
Each team will play the four teams within their division twice and
the five teams in the other once. Even if a team plays a team from the
other division twice, only one of the games will count in the standings.
This matter has Central coach Dean Nicholson a little upset. "I don't
like it," he said Tuesday. "If we ended up playing St. Martin's (or any
team in the opposite division) in the playoffs, we would only have
played one previous couting game during the season. I would have
rather stayed with the Kount.
Another thing he doesn't like about the new method is the policy for
post-season action.
As the Krause Kount currently exists, the top four teams in the standings at the end of the year are pitted against one another. The two
winners then play a best-of-three series to determine the District I
representative to the national tournament.
Under the new routine the top three teams from each division will
advance to a straight single elimination tournament. There will be no
best-of-three series between the top two teams.
"There's two reasons for a best-of-three," Nicholson said. "Nwnber
one, it ensures you get the better of the two teams going (to nationals),
and number two, if a team gets into the finals they deserve a home
game for their fans."
Nicholson also believes the money factor should enter into the
debate. "With a best-of-three, that gives the district at least two big
games."
The decision was made at a meeting of the basketball coaches this
past fall, and the Wildcat mentor doubts that it will be changed in the
spring me,,.ting. "I spoke strongly against it, but I was in the
minority."
Somethil
t appears to have been in the minds of people when the
decision W" made is the fact that Central has been the District I
repr£~entative to the national tournament in Kansas City 15 of the last
17 years. It looks as though some other coaches are getting anxious to
go themselves.
While none of the officials contacted would say it on the record, the
attitude seems to prevail that if there's a chance the new system is
capable of ending Central' s unprecedented string of appearences in
Kansas City they're going to take it.
Nicholson agrees that might be a factor, but proudly states the
reason Central holds the national record for most appearances in the
tournament J.S because "We've had teams that have done a good job."
As the systems tried in the past have shown, it's going to take
nothing but a better team to knock CWU out of post-season action. As
statistics show, one thing's for certain. Dean Nicholson-coached teams
are not going to be eliminated for any other reason.

Int' ·t be basketball spots open
I ~

The int
ting teams
ball league

t

ural office is accep!:In ·ntertube basket·1 J n. 22.

The co-ed l('ague accepts teams

of at least three women and three
men on each. All other regular
basketball rules apply. For more
information, contact the intramural office at 963-1751.

The late Leo Nicholson and son Dean in 1964.

900
Nicholsons hit national
record-winning plateau
Central set collegiate basketball
history Dec. 29.
With a victory over Cal-Poly
Pomono at the University of Puget
Sound tournament over Christmas
vacation, Central reached its 900th
win for a Nicholson-coached team
at CWU.
As of that game Dean Nicholson
had won 394 games and lost 129
since taking over as head coach in
the fall of 1964. His father, the late
Leo Nicholson, won 505 games and
lost 281 in a 33-year coaching
career which began in the fall of
1929.
The Nicholsons are the first

father-and-son team in the history
of collegiate basetball to win 900
games.
It is believed that Hank and Moe
Iba are the closest to the
Nicholsons in victories. Hank win
767 games and son Moe, the head
coach at the University of
Nebraska, had 52 victories at the
University of Illinois (Chicago Circle).
Counting their high school
coaching records, the Nicholsons
have won 1,169 games. Leo compiled a 91-9 record at Bothell High
School and Dean, who captained
the 1950 Central which represented
CWU at the national tournament,

won 188 games and lost 100 during
a 14-year stint at Puyallup High
School.
Since taking over for his father
at CWU, Dean has coached 15
district championship teams and
made a record 15 appearances at
the NAIA national tournament in
Kansas City. CWU's best national
finish came in 1970 when it finished
second.
The Nicholsons 900 wins helped
the Wildcats enter the select circle
of teams with 1,000 all-time victories last year. CWU began the
season tied for 21st place with
Southern California. Both schools
had won 1,016 games.

Kofstad is All-American
By TERRY CASS
Of the Campus Crier

Tim Kofstad began his college
football career quietly four years
ago, when, as a walk-on, he met
with Coach Tom Parry two weeks
into pre-season drills. Since then
· he has collected just about every
award a small college football
player can receive.
Encouraged by a friend to check
out the Central program, the virtually unnoticed graduate of
Woodland High School, came two
quarters shy of lettering his
freshman year, started his
sophomore year, and has been a
star ever since.
"It was a super pleasant surprise," said Parry of the player
that wasn't recruited. "He's the
kind of guy that never complains
about a thing, he's a real standout.
A lot was demanded of him this
year and he played well under
adverse curcumstances."
Kofstad, who was the team cap-

Tim Kofstad

tain and most valuable player in
football his senior year and lettered in both football and baseball,
has led the Wildcats in tackles and
interceptions for the .past two
years.
This year, with 91 tacKles and
four interceptions, Kofstad has
bet:!n named to the All-Conference
first team, the All-District first
team, The Little All-Northwest
first team and the ultimate - the
NAIA All-American team. The last
CWU All-American was John Coen
in 1972.

"He's one of, if not the best,
linebacker we've had here in
several years," Parry said of the
6-2, 195 pound senior.
"He was a team leader that led
by example rather than talk,"
Defensive Coordinator Mike Dunbar said. "The. only bad thing
about him is that he has to
graduate.
Four other Central players were
selected to the All-Northwest second team. Jeff Zenisek, a senior
from DuBois, Wyo., who played
junior colleg~ football at Wenatchee Valley, was named to the
center position. Defensive lineman
Tim DeGross (So., Marysville Pilchuk), and defensive backs
Wayne Sweet (Jr., Tacome Yakima Valley) and Kurt Criscione (Sr., Seattle) were also
selected. Kevin Wickenhagen, who
prepped at Highland and played JC
football at Yakima Valley, was
named an honorable mention running back.
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~neligibility
Five CWU athletes out because of grades
By ALAN ANDERSON
Sports Editor

Three Central basketball players
and one swimmer have been found
ineligible to complete the current
sports season under NAIA
academic eligibility requirements.
Kelly Euteneier, a guard from
Richland; David Dorsey, a junior
guard from -Seattle and Kacy Goble a sophomore guard from Lake
Chelan, all members of the 1981-82
mens basketball team fall quarter
did not complete eligibility requirements stipulated by the NAIA
and could not return to the team

after Christmas break.
Bruce Kelly, a member of the
mens varsity swim team has also
been named ineligible. Kelly is-the
only swimmer from the fall
quarter team not returning
because of grades. He was also
named ineligible winter quarter
1981.
Last year, swim coach Bob
Gregson lost 13 students between
fall and winter quarters to below
average grades, so he's now
breathing a sigh of releif.
"Things turned out almost
perfect," Gregson said. "Kelly
was the only person we lost this

year. Compared to what happened
last year, I guess we have to consider ourselves lucky."
According to Athletic Director
Gary Frederick, eligibility for men
in the NAIA is determined by three
things. A) The athlete maintains a
2.0 accumulative G.P.A. B) The
athlete has pasSed 24 credit hours
in the two quarters prior to the current one, and C) the athlete is making normal progress under CWU's
guidelines.
These requirements are different for women athletes, he says,
because they participate in the
AIAW. All women must have: A)

completed 36 credit hours in the
previous three quarters to the
sports season, and B) be .making
normal progress under CWU's
guidelines. There is no minimum
G.P.A.
Normal progress in athletics is
the same as in academics. A person cannot participate in athletics
if he is on academic probation.
They must be in good standing. Men, Frederick said, are eligible
for athletics on a quarter-byquarter basis, meaning a person
can be eligible fall quarter, and if
they fail to meet the three requirements during that quarter,

they are then eligible winter.
Women, on the other hand, are
eligible by the season, he said. If a
woman is eligible at the beginning
of fall quarter and she begins a
sport then, even if she completes ·
no classes during that quarter, she
may continue the sport into the
next quarter until it has completed.
This is the last year for the difference, however, as Central
women's athletics will probably affiliate with either the NAIA or
NCAA next year. Frederick said a
decision in this regard will be
made sometime in March.

Nicholson: We're corning of age
By ALAN ANDERSON
Sports Editor

Central's mens basketball team
has upped its record to 10-3 since
I students left the campus for
Christmas
vacation
last
December, and coach Dean
Nicholson thinks his team is finally

.Dec. 18 -

The following is an account of the
seven games they have played
since Dec. 18.

game, was led by Williams with 20
points, Scott Tri with 18, and John
Holtman and Steve Pudists with 12
apiece.
The Wildcats sank 31-of-73
bucket attempts and 14-of-18 (78
percent) free throws. The
Clansmen bettered Central's field
goal percentage by more than 10
per~ent, hitting 32-of-59 tries, but
to no avail. As.for free throws, they

made 10-of-16.
For SFU, Mike Jackel scored a
game-high 34 points, and grabbed
eight rebounds. Alan Kristmanson
followed with 14. The two teams
were even in the foul department
with 76, while the 'Cats were out rebounded 42-33. They meet a second
time this season at Nicholson
Pavilion, Feb. 5.

Pacific. tut-lieran

Central's undefeated 6-0 record
to NAIA schools picked up its first
blemmish De.c. 19 thanks to the
1 revenge-minded Pacific Lutheran
Lutes. The Wildcats topped the
Lutes at home earlier in the season
74-63 and PLU was determined it
wasn't going to happen twice.
An 80-63 defeat was the outcome,
but a look at the statistics show
Central's 9-of-32 field goals in the

Dec. 21 -

Warriors invade Nicholson
Pavilion. Saturday, the Wildcats
travel to Cheney to tackle Eastern
Wasllington, an NCAA Division II
team with whicl'l they have main- ·
tained an ancient rivalry.

Simon Fraser

It took a 25 foot jumper by David
Williams with one second on the
clock, but that two points was just
enough to lift Central to a 76-74 victory over the Simon Fraser
Clansmen in Burnaby, British.Col. umbia. This was the first of two
meetings between these two
District I powers.
Central, who was struggling to
1 hold on to a minor lead most of the

Dec. 19 -

coming of age. The 17-year coach
is now three games closer to the
400-win plateu.
To date, they have lost only three
games in 13 outings and are in second place in the NAIA District I
Krause Kount standings. They are
also ranked nationally among
NAIA teams at 13th.place.
Tonight the Lewis-Clark State

second half proved their undoing.
For the game, they sank 26-of-72
attempts (36 percent) and 11-of-18
free throws.
PLU, on the other hand, managed even-scoring in both halfs, en
route fo a 55 percent mark
(35-of-64) for the game. From the
freebie line they hit 10-of-18.
Individual leaders included, for
the Wildcats, John Harper with 18,

Steve Pudists with 14 and David
Williams with 10. For the Lutes,
Paul Boots provided the spark, as
he put away 26 points and pulled
down 12 rebounds. He was followed
by Curt Rodin with 15 and Dan
Allen with 12.
PLU, with three players absent,
out rebounded the 'Cats 44-39. Central now leads the all-time series
between thu two schools 75-49.

Whitworth

Yakima's Eisenhower High
School was the sight of Central's
only contest with Whitworth col:lege in the 1982 season.
Central squeaked out a 62-58 victory after being down by four
(36-32) at the half.
Senior veteran John Harper lead
the Wildcats with 22 points and 10
rebounds. David Williams followed
with 12, while Steve Pudists added

I
1

eight.
The Pirates shooting percenFor the game, Cental was tages topped the Wildcats in both
25-of-63 (40 percent) from the field departments, as they hit 50 percent
and 12-of-18 (80 percent) from the (24-of-48) of their bucket attempts
foul line. They were outrebounded and 71 percent (10-of-14) of the free
by the Pirates 35-34.
throws.
Whitworth's Bob Manderville
Central's Scott Tri, who scored
matched the Wildcat's Harper with only four points, passed off six
22 points, followed by Terry Lan- assists, and David Williams picked
dry with 12. Landry also grabbed up one technical foul for an in11 boards.
corectly reported uniform number.

Dec. 29 ....;. .Cal-Poly Pamona
Central entered the game with
Cal-Poly Pamona at the UPS
Christmas tournament with
something other than playing
routine 'basketball on their minds.
A victory would make national collegiate basetball history. It would
put Nicholson-coached teams at
qvu over the 900-win plateu, more

than any father-and-son combina- again, as he racked up 17 points,
tion in the United States.
leading Central to a 77-67 victory.
But that thought was put aside, Dale- Daniels followed with 14
at least until after the final tick of points and a team-high 18 rethe clock, as the Wildcats toppled bounds.
over the Broncos with convincing
Together, the Wildcats hit
style.
28-of-63 (44 percent) shots from the
The 'Cats leading scorer, David field and 21-of-34 free throws (62
Williams, provided the flame. oercent).
See MEN'S BASKETBAl.L, Page 12

Tri. for two?
Central's Scott Tri attempts a lay-in in the Wildcats 66-57 victory over St.
Martin's Saturday. Tri scored no points in this contest, but is averaging eight
points per game on the season.
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Men's basketball ~.-:Fro=m 11=====
pa=ge

Dec. 30 - Puget ·sound
Playin~ without the help of
jlinior veteran John Holtman, the ,
Wildcats .dropped their second
game of the year at the University
of Puget Sound Christmas tournament to the host team Loggers
72-57. This put their season record
with UPS even at one game apiece.

_For the game, Central downed a

Jan. 9

~

mere 38 percent of their basket at~
tempts (26-of-68). David Williams
led t~e way with 16 points, while
Dale Daniels scored 12. Steve
Pudists followed with 10, and grabbed 10 rebounds.
Even scoring was the key for the
Loggers, as Wayne Ricarte
dumped 17, followed by Jerry

mus·

Williams with t3, sm
and Brian Hopkins with 11, and
Norman Brown with 10. As a team,
UPS hit 23-of-48 from the field.
Central out-fouled the Loggers 25
to 17, which proved a big key in the
game, as they connected on
26-of-35 freethrow attempts. Central only went to the line 10 times,
connecting on five of them.

St. Martin's

- - - - - - - - - - - -.-m-o-re_t..,,.h-a-n'""""th-r-ee-rm~.n-u..,..te_s..,,.h_a_s-=
el-ap_s_·- - - - - - - - - - - - -,
Central drew its biggest crowd of ed _ never got much better. Cen- fort zone," coach Dean Nicholson
the year last Saturday when the St. tral took a 3_2 lead five minutes in- said. "We hung in the game by our
Martin's Saints appeared in to the game and the Saints never defense. Our offense sure wasn't
Nicholson Pavilion. That 3,000 regained control. The 'Cats won doing the job for us."
The Wildcats, led by David
member crowd was undoubtedly thP. <'ontP.st 66_57 .
The 'Cats lead ran at about 10 Williams with 18, connected on
looking for an action-packed
rematch of the two teams who bat- points most of the game with St. 26-of-57 (46 percent) attempts from
tied it out for the District I cham- Martin's biggest threat coming on the field and 14-of-27 (52 percent)
pionship last year. Central came as they closed withi1l five just past from the foul line, hitting only
out on top, but that's about all that the half-way mark in the second 2-of-10 first half attempts.
resembled ~e match-up of a year half. But central stretched out the Williams also led in another
ago.
gap a bit further but never got department - tournovers - where
The game that started out slow ahead by more than 12.
he set a school record for the most
- the first basket wasn't hit until
"We never got into a real com- :- ~single game with 10.
-------....------~------'

Trap club busy
The new year is here and with it
another winter trap shooting
season. This year, the Ellensburg
Trap Club have added some new
prograins to the Telephonic Shoot,
the board of directors report. The
changes, they say, will make your
shooting much more fun and interesting.
Pautzke Bait Co. has donated 10
trophies, one of which will be
awarded to the top weekly shooter.
Add to this 10 more trophies, one of
which will be awarded to the top
novice shooter each week. A novice
shooter wm be eligible to win two
trophies, a novice one and a Pautzke one. The so called pro shooter
will be eligible to win only a Pautzke. Rules will be posted at the
Ellensburg Gun Club which
describe a novice and pro shooter.
How about this for a new twist?
Now you can win a Remington 870
Trap Shotgun. It will cost $10 to
purchase your entry ticket.
Thereafter, each time you shoot a
line of trap you will be given a free
ticket. A drawing for the gun will
take place on the day of the Club
Championships.
-

' ' Federal ' Ammo Co. is giving
merchandise such as caps,
buckles, coffee mugs, etc., which
will in turn be awarded to trappers.
_ _ _ _ _ _....___ _ _""""

Wear a

"Deanh .
button

Suppport the Wildcats
as they-go for
DEAN NICHOLSON'S

Jan. 12 - Seattle Pacific
No one could be happier about
Central's 93-83 victory over Seattle
Pacific Tuesday night. Not the
fans, not the players and especially
not coach Dean Nicholson.
"We're coming of age," he told
the Crier post-game. "We finally
showed what we are capable of doing."
And did they ever.
With Steve Pudists and David

Williams showing the way with 26 ·
and 22 points respectively, ~e
Wildcats fast-break worked like
never before.
A basically even first half (41-40
CWU) became an action-packed
display of colorful ball handling by
the Wildcats. Williams led the
show passing off seven assists for
picture-perfect layins.
Central opened a 20-point lead

after the first ten minutes and
from that point on they never looked back.
For the game, the 'Cats shot 42
percent (31-for-74) from the field
and hit 81 percent of their shots
from the foul line.
The Falcons dumped exactly
half of their bucket attempts
(39-for-78) and 79 percent of their
freethrows. Dan Hamann and

.

400th Victory!

Greg Hoisington led their scoring
attack with 16 apiece, followed by
Gregg Kingma with 13.
"Everybody contributed to the
effort,~' Nicholson said. "And
David (Williams) was capping
them off.''
"Our full week of practice (prior
1cto Saturday's game) didn't show
up against St. Martin's. I guess we
got a delayed payoff."

Colorful buttons on saie
at the CWU bookstore
only $1.50
* * *

*

*

* *

50 cents from each sale
goes to the Basketball
Scholarship Fund
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Full Meal Deal
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~mall

fry,

small drink and a sundae
I

)

Sale on through Jan. 31, 1_
982
Good only at the Ellensburg Dairy Queen

••••••••••••••
Record Clearance Sale
from l /14/82 to l /19/82

I 0th and Alder
Prices From $1. 99 to $4. 99

925-5442

i .
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single burger,

i

*

brazie'®
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Men swhnrners nationally ranked
By ALAN ANDERSON
Sports Editor

Bob Gregson is smiling quite a
bit these days.
Not only is his 1982 mens swim
team ranked tenth in the nation on
the basis of their undefeated (2-0)
fall quarter performance, but
three national-caliber swimmers
joined the ranks after Christmas
making what Gregson calls his
best team in several years.
"We're a totally different team
now then we were before
Christmas," he said. "I'm very,
very 'pleased.''
And rightfully so; as one of those
men, sophomore Jeff Walker, was
the 1980 national 50 freestyle champion and the runner up in the 100
free.
Senior Tom Dunning, who, like
Walker was academically ineligible last quarte~ is back in action
as well. Dunning helped the
Wildcats to a 13th place finish at
nationals last year swimming on
both the 400 medley and freestyle
relays. as well as in the 100 and 200
backstrokes.
The third national ve.teran is
senior Kirk Fletcher. A
breaststroker, Fletcher finished
ninth in the 100 breast and 12th in
the 200 at the championship meet a
year ago.
"We're ranked 10th now,"
Gregson said. "We've got the
potential to do even better than
that." One thing he's convinced
will help their chances is the meet
will be held at Simon Fraser in
Burnaby, ·British Columbia, a pool

Jeff Leak

Bob Kennedy

many of the swimmers will be
familiar with.
"We're also training in a meter
pool," he said. "Since thats what
they use at nationals, that will be to
our advantage as well.'' The
Wildcats have been training in the
City of Ellensburg's public pool
most of the year.
. Nationals however, don't begin
until March 4. Right now, Gregson
is concentrating his efforts on getting there. His first opportunity
since before break is on tap tomorrow, as Central hosts Whitman, a

Celeste Robischon

team he classifies as "not real
strong. We'll probably run just at
medium-type line up against
them."
On Saturday, the 'Cats take to
the water at Nicholson Pavilion
one more time. This time against
Pacific Lutheran. "We beat them
by 15 last time. If enough kids are
in shape (after the long break some without working out) it will
be a good meet."
As for the women, they dropped
to the Lutes by 20 on their last
meeting and Gregson is expecting

John Lindquist

Paul Craig

something of the same nature this year. That was our first loss to
time around. "The girls are a little them in 20 years. "We're definitely
stronger than at this time a year stronger, so it should be a good
ago - they're just bumping into meet this year."
To date, four men and one
stronger teams right now than the
men are." The females tankers : woman have qualified for incurrently own a 1-1 record. . dividual national events. They are:
Friday's meet will begin at 4 p.m. Paul Craig 200 ·free (1:47.4), 200
while Saturday's gets under way at I.M. (2:03.51), 100 back (56.6);
John Lindquist 200 fly (2: 03.63), 200
· I.
But even with two meets this I.M. (2:04.07); Bob Kennedy 100
weekend, Gregson is looking up the back (56.38); Jeff Leak 100 back
road to next week when they travel (57.85) and Celeste Robischon 50
to Idaho and the University of free (24.8)
Puget Sound. "Idaho killed us last

JV men extend win streak to five
By G. SCOTI SPRUILL
Of the Campus Crier

Central Washington's junior varsity basketball team found the
orange roundball wrapped with
Christmas success and topped with
a blooming bow of improvement
dilring the holiday season.
Entering holiday hoops with a 3-2
record, the JV's extended their

winning stre~k to five straight and
returned to winter term seven up
and three down.
Freshman Mike Shain scored
almost a third of Central's point
production against Columbia
Basin on Cec. 12. Shain's 30 points
, led a 97~90 effort over the Tri-City
, schooL
On the 19th, the Wildcat juniors
. defeated .the Pacific Lutheran

juniors at home after their road
victory over the Lutes two weeks
earlier. Keith Bragg (21) and Jeff
Ellersick (20) paired for 41 of Central's 75 for an eight-point victory
margin.
In the Bellevue-Edmonds
Christmas Tournament, the JV's
overcame Edmonds Community
College (88-74) and Skagit Valley

Community College (96-85) in two
high-scoring point-point pumpers
to advance to the championship
meet. There they yielded to
Tacome by five, 64-59, landing
second-place in the eight-team
holiday fest. Newport native Jeff
Ellersick was named on the AllStar tourney team for his threegame total of 47 points.
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Parry Coach-of-Year

Women now0-7
By G. scon SPRUILL

leader (89) Regina Kinsel topped '
'Cat stats with 14and12 respec- 1
tlvely.
;
Last weekend, two westerners,
On Saturday, Central entertain- :
in the form of Seattle University ed the University of Puget Sound
and Puget Sound, ventured in.to producing a substantially greater ·
Ellensburg's winter wonderland to offensive attack, scoring 57, still
si·1are the court with Central losing though, to UPS's 82. The loss
Washington's women's basketball extended their mark to 0-7. Centeam. What followed was a lesson tral's three losses during the
Rod Handley
in physics: snowpower is no no Christmas break came against
match against firepower.
Boise State (86-38), Warner Pacific
After the tip Friday evening, (66-48) and Wenatchee Valley
Seattle and Central worked (79-59). Their game against Wenatthrough eight scoreless exchanges chee is the Wildcats highest scort>efore the Wildcats scored their ing effort to date on the season.
first and only lead of the game, 20. . The women were snowed out of the
The match was still close at 10-8, Yakim v ll c ll
Central's Rod Handley, a senior
a a ey o ege Invitation.
when the Chieftains proceeded to
Against UPS, Central found accounting major, has been
run the varnish off the Nicholson themselves stifled against six- selected to CoSIDA's (College
Pavilion boards with a 25-4 scoring footers Susannah Armstrong and Sports Information Directors)
bulge.· Seattle maintained a Carin Zech who teamed for 32 Academic All-America (College
balancd scorecard with halfs of 43 points. Heighth has been, and will Division) football team.
and 40 to win the contest 83-43.
always be~ a major hinderance to
The East Wenatchee High School
The Chieftains stinging fast Central, their tallest player unable graduate was selected to the sebreak was the source of coach to see over a five-foot ten-inch cond team at tight end; Earlier he
Dorothy Purser's distaste for the wall.
won first team District 8 honors.
The Wildccat women shot much
Handley started at tight end
game saying they've worked on a
running game for nonths but just better than against Seattle ( _ most of the year for the Wildcats,
33 3
fell flat against 2·i tour.novers and percent as opposed to 23 . p'ercent) but he also played some wide
8
an occasional full-court press.
and higher than their season receiver. He caught five passes for
Seattle coach Dave Cox was average of . percent. Junior 69 yards and one touchdown and
29 9
reflectively pleased, "We've had a Karen Luckamann was most pro- caught the winning two-point conlong break and our young team has
verstion in a 15-14 defeat of
· t t oug h ductive
with thehad
numbers,
scoring
Western Or,egon.
rea11y come of age agams
_
Ludemann
the
best
two14
Handley plans to be a C.P.A. He
competition (4-3, with the loses game total as well with . Center
coming to Division I teams), a Regina Kinzel totaled .23
is a former Central Investment
22
game like this is a confidence
Fund scholarship winner and is a
builder."
Tonight, Central begins a three- member of Honor Society and the
The game was the league opener game home stand which · will Campus Crusade for Christ at
for both teams in the Northwest match them against Idaho State (3 CWU.
To be eligible for the AllEmpire Conference. Sue Stimac p.m.), Lewis-Clark State College is
netted a season-high for Seattle here on Friday (5 p.m.) and on America squad, a player must be a
with ,25 points. Newly-eligible Saturday, Gonzaga will finish the regular and maintain a minimum
Mary Coile and season scoring tri-series at 6 p.m.
grade point of 3.0.
t~e

Of the Campus Crier

Tom Parry, who coached the
Wildcat football team to a 6-3
record in 1981, was selected last
month as the Little All-Northwest
Coach-of-the-Year.
After winning just three games
in three seasons, Parry guided the
'Cats to a second place finish in the
NAIA District I, and their most
successful season since 1973.
This is the first Northwest

Coach-of-the-Year award for
Parry, who has previously been
selected the District I Coach-ofthe-Year four times in his fifteen .
years as coach.
The Little All-Northwest Coachof-the-Year award, which began in
1970, is given to coaches of all
small colleges in Oregon, Idaho
and Washington, including NCAA
Division II schools.

Wrestlers lose two
By TERRY CASS
Of the Campus Crier

The CWU wrestling team tangled with the big kid down the street
last Saturday when they lost 24-20
to the Cougars in Pullman.
The Wildcats, in losi.Ilg a close
one, had to forfeit two matches
when Greg Hart at 118 injured his
back earlier in the week, and Doug
Stevess dropped from 190 but failed to make weight at 177.
Of the five NCAA Division I
teams that CWU regularly
wresiles, the Wildcats have been
most successful against the
Courgars, winning 15 of the last 25
matches.
Wres tli ng Coach E ric
· Beardsley
was pleased with his team's performance, and with the wins
posted by: 126 lb. Kelly Willard in a
10-2 decision; 134 lb. Hedj Nelson in
a 6-2 decision; 150 lb. Richard
Esparza in a 8-0 decision; 190 lb.
Rick Elstrom in a 9-2 decision and
heavyweight Larry Hooper who
won by a fall.
Beardsley was also pleased with

the performance of last years national runnerup at 142,- C.D.
Hoiness, who wrestled for the first
time this year because of a knee injury suffered last fall in football.
Hoiness lost 7-2 in a match that
Beardsley said was much closer
than the score.
University of Oregon 40, Central 0
Something happened in
Nicholson Pavilion last week that
isn't too common to CWU wrestling. For only the 7th time since
Coach Eric Beardsley began the
wrestling program here 22 years
ago, the Wildcats were shutout,
this time 40-0, by the University of
Oregon
Regar. dless of the f'ma1 score,
Beardsley was pleased with the
performance of his men. Standouts
in the coaches eyes were: Kelly
Willard, after dropping down a
weight call; Hedj Nelson and
Richard Esparza in their matches
against Pac-10 leaders and
Heavyweight Larry Hooper for his
match against Oregon's man, who
is rated 8th in the riation.
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ASC

Pf~ODUCTIONS .

Is Proud To Present

l\ World .Hunger

Avvareness

Symposium
January 24 thru 26
Featur~ng Guest

Speaker

"Dick Gregory" ·
o· : of the the most sought after speakers 1n America.
1

Apperaring at Central 1n the SUB - Ballroom Jan 26 at 8:00 p.m.

at the SUB information both Tickets:

$2.50

students

$3 General
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YOU CAN'T STUDENT TEACH
wiless you attend one of three informational meetings Jan. 19 (10
a.m. to noon), 20 (3-5 p.m.) or 21
(1-3 p.m.) in the SUB Theatre.
Students planning on taking the
pre-autumn experience) option C
entry phase, and/or student
teaching during the 1982-83
academic year must attend one of
the three meetings.
THE ALPHA ETA RHO aviation
fraternity will meet in Hogue 220 at
3 p.m. Monday, Jan. 18. The
meeting is open to all interested
parties. Activities already underway and those planned for the
future will be discussed.
AMERICAN MARKETING
ASSOCIATION will meet in SUB
204-205 tonight at 8 p.m. For more
information call Carmen at
925-1335.
APPLICATIONS FOR FINANCIAL AID for 1982-83 are available
in the Financial Aid Office located
in Barge 209. Deadline for submission of forms is March 12, 1982.
NATIONAL DffiECT STUDENT
LOAN RECIPIENTS in their last
quarter at Central must make an
appointment for an exit interview.
Call the Office of Student Accowits
3-3546 or go to the second floor of
Mitchell Hall.

OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS
RECEIVING FINANCIAL AID
spring quarter must make arrangements with the Financial Aid
Office by March 12, 1982 to provide
verification of the off-campus program and off-campus address
where their checks are to be mailed.
SEATTLE FffiST NATIONAL
BANK IS offering the Fred Zahn
Scholarship. Preference given to
juniors and seniors with a
minimwn GPA of 3.75. Applicants
must be residents of Washington.
Deadline April 15.

JERRY KUNTZ, PARISH
MINISTER OF THE Channel Program will speak at the Catholic
Mass in the Grupe Conference
Center at 7 p.m. Jan. 24. Kwitz will
discuss the opportunites for
careers in the ministry and volwitary srevices in the Catholic
Church thourghout the Northwest.
For
more information contact Fr.
GREATER SPOKANE COM·
MUNITY FOUNDATION scholar- Dick Scully,. Campus Minister at
ship is being offered to residents of 962-6050
Lincoln Co. and the western part of
Spokane Co. Deadline April 1 for
fall quarter, Sept. 1 for winter
quarter and Jan. 1 for spring
quarter.

•

Central Washington University

Bailing out right before the ship
sinks will be a little more difficult
with the new withdrawal policies
wider effect this quarter.
Students may withdraw from
class without instructor permission until Jan. 19. The last day to

15

withdraw with instructor permission is Feb. 9, the fifth week of
classes.
After the fifth week, withdrawal
will be allowed "only in cases of
extreme hardship," according to
registrar Lou Bovos.

*Books & Gifts

Welcome

*Prints & Cards
*Coffee & Tea

home

NAVAL OFFICERS WIVES
CLUB SCHOLARSHIP is available
to widergraduates, less than 23
years of age and a dependant child
of a career serviceperson on active
duty or retired in/from the Navy,
Coast Guard, Marine Corps or
NOAA. Applicants must be of at
least sophomore status. Deadline
April 1.

Thursday, January 14, 1982

•

New withdrawal policy
begins implementation

FOOD SERVICE MANAGEMENT SCHOLARSHIP ARE
available to full-time students of
food service management.
Deadline April 1.
HEALTH CAREER AWARDS
ARE AVAILABLE to residents of
Skagit Co. pursing Health careers.
Deadline April 1.

~
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Open 10-5 Mon.-Sat.

Buddy!

202 E. Fourth Street
962-2375
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All 60 Ounce Pitchers $1 50
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925-9386 j.
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INSEAM

Blazers, skirts,
coordinates, pants,

Under New Ownership

..

Biggiest Sale Ever Coniinues • ~

'E

All Schooners 25¢

3rd and Pearl

,,

1~

s19ss
·

2 Price Cords and

Sweaters .......... 40% off Slacks
Blouses ............. 303 off Jackets :':
Shirts ................ 253 off
Sweaters
Casual pants
99

$19

and cords

1811

••di.

[ill

40% off

30%-50% off
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C-h opped
Affirmative Action
cut by 50 percent
as of July I, 1982
" ... this is the only office that reports
directly to the president that got cut."
-

Lecompte

dle complaints of racial, sexual
and handicapped discrimination,
each case taking between 50 and
It's hard to say 'yes' to sacrifice, 150 hours of work. Now, though,
even if the outlook is affirmative. LeCompte and Krainar will have
the added responsibility of counselAffirmative action, that is.
"With us working at 50 percent, ing women affected by the layoffs
there's no way we can do our job and reductions.
LeCompte questioned whether
adequately," said Gale Lecompte,
director of Central's Affirmative the seniority system for layoff and
Action Office. The two-person of~ reduction was fully followed in the
fice, consisting of Lecompte and outlined proposal, explaining that
her assistant Maria Kramar, will when a secretary was transferred
be reduced to halftime July 1if the from one department to another,
Faculty Senate Executive Com- she lost the sertiority she had accumulated in' the first position.
mittee's proposals go through.
"People who were being laid off
In addition to the regular work
load of "routine matters" which or reduced were not the last hired,
LeCompte says takes up 75 percent but simply the low man on the
of their time, the two women han- totem pole," she said.
By CAROLYN LEHMANN
News Editor

GAIL LECOMPTE

Photo by Al Castillo

" ... it looks like the university's committment to Affirmative Action is somewhat less than it should be."

Another problem lay in the com- last year."
mittee's failure to consult with the
That extra workload, coupled
Affirmative Action Office before with the inability of the office to
making its decisions on cutbacks provide input in the final decision,
and layoffs, she said.
lends a "suspicious" note to the
"The impact on women, th~ fact proposal, Lecompte said.
that there was never even a ques''Their rationale for cutting back
tion asked of .this office as to the secretaries is a viable rawhether a certain procedure would tionale," she said. "The rationale
be contrary to certain regulations . for cutting out Hebeler is perfectly
.. it looks like the university's com- reasonable from an economic
mittment to Affirmative Action is standpoint . . . the problem is that
somewhat less than it should be," these things along with the cut in
she said.
this office put the University in a
"Almost every female or a bad light with regards to Affirrepresentative of every female . mative Action."
who is impacted by this has conLeCompte added that she had
tacted this office and that is going
to cost. There will be more work earlier offered to voluntarily take
for this office to do than there was up to a 25 percent cut for her office,

but that with a 50 percent cut, "I
really don't know how we're going
to do it."
But the work will get done, she
said. "I'll put in the hours and do
the job. I just won't get paid for it.
"The thing that bugs me is that
this is the only office that reports
directly to the president that got
cut," she said.
"I wouldn't be adverse tQ sharing ... if some of the other offices
where there are more employees
had been cut somewhat and we'd
been cut somewhat it wouldn't
bother me at all. I would have been
more than willing to share the impact but I don't want to takeit all.
"I feel like a martyr."

Blanket of sno\Y not only
changes our scenery but
some attitudes as \Yell
By MELISSA YOUNG
Arts & Entertainment Editor

The first snowfall of any given
year is indeed a special event. It
ushers out the bitter cold of late
autumn and introduces us to fun
and frolick-filled winter.
After all, most activities traditionally associated with winter are
also traditionally associated with
snow - building snowmen, skiing,
having snowball fights. Without
snow, winter would just be cold
and miserable.
So we welcome the first signs of
it with open anns.
People become neighborly,
greeting others as they pass on the
street; most don't even mind
shoveling the walk. One reason, of
course, is that the first snowfall
usually comes around a holiday
season, when many folks have shed their Ebenezer Scrooge attitudes for a short time anyhow.
But more than that, snow
transforms the world around us into a lofty, cloud-like, placid state.
It breeds tranquility and
thoughtfulness. To be sure, first
snow is glorious, miraculous,
beautiful - and always a little
unexpected, not to be outdone by
the gradual foreshadowing of the
other seasons.
Now, though, a month (and 10 in- ches) later, we are able to see snow

as its true self - Public Enemy
Number One.
For with snow comes ice. And
with ice comes falling, stalling,
And
slipping and stumbling.
temperatures that mak~ Siberia in
the dead of winter look inviting.
Everyone except the incurable
romantic realizes that snow is an
inconvenience. For all of us, All the
time. Until it's gone.
It's a menace to everyday living
- walking, driving - all major
forms of transportation. At Central, registration was extended
three days because some students
couldn't get back to school and at
WSU, classes were cancelled for
two days.
But next year, when the first few
flakes start to drift down, I'll be
there, riveted to my window, staring pensively out as Earth gets its
yearly blanket.
Because the first snowfall of
each year not only transforms' the
landscape, but people too. It's a
time for nostalgic remembrances,
philosophical thoughts. For days
afterward, people are kinder and
more considerate of others thanmight usually be the case.
But after three weeks of living
with the stuff, I, and most others,
will feel just as disgruntled as any
year. It's too bad we have to be
awakened by harsh reality so soon.
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Despite lots of "white stuff" and temperatures that dipped to as much as 20 below, it was pretty much
business as usual up and down the campus mall.

Axe

From page one.
have been the number one concern
all along from the very beginning,
but students are losing
something."
In a Jan. 7 interview, Vice President for Academic Affairs Ed Harrington echoed Garrity's views.
Harrington, who was also part of
the committee that drew up the
proposal, voiced his support for the
rationale behind Hebeler's proposed closure.
An excerpt from the statement in
the proposal packet reads, "It
must also be recognized that many
of the efforts made at Hebeler are
peripheral to the central mission of
the University, that of educating
post-secondary students.''
Harrington, who refused to comment on the impact of the state-

ment itself, defended it. "I think
it's a well-written statement," he
said.
Barbara Miller, however, was
not so inclined to agree. "I don't
think what we do is peripheral,"
she said, in reference to the statement.
"I think that the rationale is
what bothers me the most," she
continued. "If they (the committee) had said 'We need the money'
it would be easier, but when they
said that what.we do is peripheral.
"The tationale is insulting to me.
That's what I'm responding to."
Miller's chance to respond to the
situation came at the two special
Faculty Senate meetings Jan. 6
and 13, when her comments and

those of others effected by the proposed cuts were heard and later
relayed to President Garrity.
According to Garrity, though,
chances for saving Hebeler were
slim at best. "There's nothing on
that list that I'm aware of that is
not of real value," he said.
"Unfortunately, there's a
tendency - and I'm not talking
about the Hebeler staff but
there's a tendency to say that 'we
shouldn't be cut.' None of us have
the ability to escape the cut; it's
here, it's a reality.
''You know, we could simply continue business as we're doing it,
and then we close. Of course, I
have a hunch that most of us would
be fired if we did that."

